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Certificate Authorities

“A certificate authority (CA) is a trusted entity that 
issues electronic documents that verify a digital entity's 
identity on the Internet. The electronic documents, which 
are called digital certificates, are an essential part of 
secure communication and play an important part in the 

public key infrastructure (PKI)…”



“Certificate Authorities are like toast” -- Metlstorm



Certificate Authorities



Key Points
Multiple authorities (200+). 

CA signed certificates generally cost money

(exception: LetsEncrypt) 

Level of trust is related to the cost of the certificate 

Additional functionality not covered (revocation etc.)





Certificate Utopia?



Certificate Utopia?
Trust issues.

Multiple jurisdictions, poor standards

Complicated with “reseller” and intermediate cert issuing 
capabilities 

Virtually no auditing of actual value (as demonstrated by 
Symantec)

Dozens of incidents over the last 10 years

Starter list: https://git.cryto.net/joepie91/ca-incidents

https://git.cryto.net/joepie91/ca-incidents


Observed Issues (So Far)
Issuing certificates to known bad sites / actors

Lack of request validation (issuing on behalf of another 
org)

Issuing wildcard certificates (MiTM / Interception 
Appliances)

Issuing test certificates certs for orgs (Google, Facebook, 
Yahoo, etc.) 

Compromise of the CA itself 



Example: Malware Issuance
2011: Comodo caught issuing certs for malware

Iranians owned one of their reseller account and issued certs 

9 certificates issued in total

Yahoo.com cert was used in the wild 

> Login.{yahoo,skype,live}.com

> {www,mail}.google.com

> addons.mozilla.org



Example: CA Compromise
2011: Diginotar

Issued wildcard certificates for Google and a few others

Certificates were used in the wild on attacks

Access to the HSM was online via unpatched 

Windows Servers hosted attackers for months (years?)

Diginotar no longer exists



Example: Trust Chain Compromise
Symantec issued a intermediate CA to Blue Coat

Legitimate issue they hoped would go unnoticed

Allows for the creation of valid certificates for any domain 
within bluecoat appliances 

“No no! We’re using them to FIND MiTM attempts!!!”



Example: Backdating
2015 WoSign issues two duplicate certificates

Included identical serial numbers, x509 extension values

Exception: Not Before field

Meant that the sites in question did not have to conform to 
SHA1 deprecation deadlines



Example: Test Certificates
2015 / 2016 Multiple “test” certificates issued by Symantec 
for a number of domains 

Google got a bit grumpy, demanded an audit 

Found 30,000 certificates issued for legitimate domains 





Google Justice 
2013: IETF announces RFC 6962 

Primarily drafted by Google security engineers 

Proposes a new standard for transparency relating to certificate issuance by 
CA’s  



RFC: Sixty Nine Sixty Two
“This document describes an experimental protocol for 
publicly logging the existence of Transport Layer Security 
(TLS) certificates as they are issued or observed, in a 
manner that allows anyone to audit certificate authority 
(CA) activity and notice the issuance of suspect 
certificates as well as to audit the certificate logs 
themselves. 

effectively forcing CAs to add all issued certificates to 
the logs…”

The intent is that eventually clients would refuse to 
honor certificates that do not appear in a log,



TL; DR?
Every time a certificate is issued from a CA, append basic 
details to a shared, immutable log

Have multiple logging instances 

Log is public

Specifications for log storage, access, duplication etc

Auditable！



Q: If there is a public log of every certificate issued via 
a CA, does this mean we can query it? 

Several log interfaces exist: 

*  Google CT report (https://transparencyreport.google.com/https/certificates)

*  Crt.sh (https://crt.sh/)

*  Facebook Developer Tools (https://developers.facebook.com/tools/ct)

Yes!

https://transparencyreport.google.com/https/certificates
https://crt.sh/
https://developers.facebook.com/tools/ct




Issues
Slow and buggy

Limited coverage

“Right side” search limitations (i.e: *.insomnia*)

Still buggy

API Rate limiting



Grand LHKF Approach
“Fuck it. Let’s query the whole log set!”

Write python to download some logs

Write python to query the logs

For a match on our filter (.nz)

Save the certificate details

$$$ Profit $$$  



Attempt #1: Manual Parsing
32gig / 2tb / 8 procs (4 cores / proc) 

Download a series of individual logs 

Use all the procs, filter for ‘.nz’, save raw PEM

Hacked up PoC code

Took ~7 days to execute in full



Issues
Parsing x509 is dumb and stupid and hates you

Turns out the logs are really big (actual big data)

Sample dataset was 900+gig (< 4 logs)

Data is stored within Merkle Hash Trees (MHTs)

Basically, it’s a massive MHT in 900gig+ of zip files

Disk is cheap. Ram is cheap. CPU isn’t.

ZIP processing is CPU intensive  





Attempt #2: Certstream
Certstream from Ryan Sears (@fitblip)! 

‘Streams’ logs in ‘real-time’ into a consumable API 

API clients for python, go etc.

Includes Axeman for log parsing

https://github.com/CaliDog

https://github.com/CaliDog


Attempt #2: Certstream
1) Download all the certificates

2) Send certificates to Google Storage

3) Import all the certificates into BigQuery 

4) Query and export dataset via BigQuery 

5) Process updated results (openssl + python)









Red Team Use
Review data for certificates relating to $target 

Often includes internal alternative subject names (.lan) 

Review data for an entire geographic region (.AU) 

Understand extensions in use within certificates 

Assist with generating corpus for x509 fuzzing



Blue Team Use
Visability! 

Understand who is issuing 
certificates within your 
trusted environments 

Determine if phishing is 
occurring against $target 
term

Understand certificates in 
use within malware (historic 
and current data) 



Blue Team Use
Test Project: 

1) Tap the certstream: 
Write python to tap the certstream for all new events.

2) Filter by subject: 
Filter for anything to do with ‘paypal’, ‘appleid’, ‘.govt.nz’ etc.

3) Determine if the certificate status (new or not):
Certs end up in multiple logs, maybe reissued etc.

4) Look up information about the domain (http, dns etc): 
Gather some intel on the target domain. 

5) Generate monitor event into Slack for monitoring:
Fire a webhook and notify us.





Blue Team Bonus: Kit Stealing



Getting Started
Dozens of projects out there: 

Bounty Monitor: https://github.com/nashcontrol/bounty-monitor

S3 Monitoring: https://github.com/eth0izzle/bucket-stream

Phish Catcher: https://github.com/x0rz/phishing_catcher

Certstream Slack: https://github.com/heptiolabs/certstream-slack

…

https://github.com/nashcontrol/bounty-monitor
https://github.com/eth0izzle/bucket-stream
https://github.com/x0rz/phishing_catcher
https://github.com/heptiolabs/certstream-slack


Conclusion
CA’s can’t be trusted, so we now log all certificates issued 
are logged publicly 

This log is freely accessible (if somewhat large)

It is possible to process the log in bulk and filter for 
useful domains 

It is also possible to incrementally monitor the log

There are awesome starter projects / ideas to explore 




